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I have chosen to title my presentation as “The strategic transformation of Samskrit 

Institutions”. Being a professor in a premier management school in the country I thought I 

will share some of the processes and ideas pertaining to strategic transformation that may 

be relevant for us to discuss. At the outset I would like to clarify that the basic idea behind 

my presentation is to raise a few questions and not to point to some lacunae in the existing 

state of affairs in Samskrit matters in the country. Even when I point to some problems and 

limitations I beg your understanding that it is more to illustrate a problem and provide a 

context to ask some new questions. Perhaps we can collectively define these questions and 

refine it over the day through some discussions. If we take such an approach, I feel we 

would have spent the day very usefully. This is especially important since the people who 

have gathered here are very senior and important people with respect to Samskrit matters 

and wasting the time is an unaffordable idea. With this understanding I would like to put 

forth some thoughts in front of you.  

 

The context for today’s discussion 

 

There is a context for us to meet today and discuss. Every one of us know and there is no 

need for me to talk much about this. In a nutshell, the Global world order is simply cracking. 

Societies, Governments and Institutions have problems on every conceivable dimension. We 

have problems of sustainability, we have problems of dealing with ourselves - we are not 

able to handle self, management systems are collapsing, people face enormous stress in 

their working life as well as personal lives, public systems and institutions are collapsing for 

want of people with moral strength, values and courage, and the list can go on. The Western 

world has inherited some of the problems mentioned above much more than ours (such as 

sustainability, stress, understanding oneself etc.).   

 

Think of the new found wonder called “bottled water”. Recently I was reading that in 2005 

twenty six billion water bottles were manufactured, which required some 8 million tons of  

oil to manufacture these bottles. The manufacturing process put out several million tons of 

carbon dioxide into the eco-system. I saw a picture in which the Pacific Ocean in the bay 

area (San Francisco area) was fully littered with trashed water bottles.  This is just one 

example of how we recklessly destroy the nature and threaten our own sustainability. 

Nature is self organizing and sustainable but unfortunately we humans are not. The current 

world order (largely designed on the basis of the western thinking) is yet to come to terms 

with this reality. We in India seem to be mindlessly and fast catching up with these issues. If 

you make one train journey in India you will get to know the number of plastic water bottle 
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thrown out of the speeding trains that litter the entire stretch of the railway track in Indian 

Railways.  

 

Our daily life is affected by hundreds of such ideas. The current world order is looking at 

things in a particular way and it is cracking. We are also very actively going after it. On the 

other hand every one present here know that these are all the things our ancestors have 

thought about and addressed in a different way. Ancestral wisdom provides potential 

alternatives for addressing many of the contemporary problems (#dimdanImev àStutvan! 

mhaedy> mIma<sad! Nyayiv;ye ikmiSt #it) which are all preserved in Samskrit. We all are very 

much aware of this. Furthermore, it appears that Samskrit has unique opportunities from a 

language perspective. I think Samskrit as a language can throw open several issues which 

can help us develop unique understanding. The other context for today’s discussion is the 

status of Samskrit institutions and infrastructure in the country today. There are issues 

about Samskrit infrastructure and the eco system which I think has serious issues to be 

addressed. I am not making this observation as a statement of criticism on Samskrit matters 

or institutions. I am merely suggesting that we should have an open mind to churn the 

issues as much as we can. In this contextual background we may want to look at the few 

things today. 

 
 

Drivers for strategic transformation of Samskrit institutions 
 
 

I want to talk about 3 important things at the outset which may be useful for us in our 

discussion today on the issue of transforming the Samskrit institutions in the country. These 

three aspects, according to me are universal and relevant for our discussion today.  

 

Value Migration is eternal 
 

There is a concept of value migration (svRÇ vym! @tiSmn! iv;ye vdam> svRÇ @tiSmn! iv;ye ccaR< 

Aip kumR> @tiSmn! iv;ye consulting #Tyaid kuvRNt> @v Sm>). This concept of value migration is so 

universal that no organization in the world can escape. Let me explain this with some 

examples. (kaincn %dahr[ain Ah< datum! #CDaim). Encyclopedia Britannica, which is a 150 years 

plus old company went through a lot of problems. From a position of being a household 

name they reached a stage where selling the encyclopedia was becoming very difficult. 

Therefore, their revenues started falling. A few years back, what was once considered as a 

great company (and legacy) was eventually sold for a song. This was because the customers 

felt buying a set of 15 or 20 books of encyclopedia for a few thousand dollars was not the 

right method. It is costly (Vyy> AiSt Aixkm!), it is very heavy and it cannot match with an 

encyclopedia made available in a 25 gms DVD which can carry all these information and 

provide even more in terms of connectivity and interactivity. The DVD will also cost a 

fraction only. Therefore the bound volumes of Britannica encyclopedia became less valuable 

in recent times.  
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The institution called Britannica may have had more than a hundred years of history. But 

that was not relevant to decide if this institution will continue in the future. Microsoft 

brought out an encyclopedia called Encarta in a CD weighing about 25 grams.  They gave 

something which was far better than what we have in 15 odd volumes of the traditional 

book given by Britannica. Interactivity was there in Encarta; we can link from any page to 

any other related page. Britannica did not understand this aspect and perhaps thought 

nothing will happen to them. After all they had a great legacy. Finally they saw the light at 

the end of the day. Encyclopedia Britannica was challenged and was almost relegated to 

history.  

 

 The entire city of Bethlehem in the US had large steel mills. Today if we visit the city you will 

notice that the steel mills have all gone into history. They have literally become a museum 

piece. We have to buy a ticket and see how steel was made once upon a time there. The 

reason was very similar to what we saw in Britannica. A company called Nucor came and 

said ANyya rITya ktRu< zKnum> va #it, Nucor introduced a new steel making process and 

showed that we need not have large scale steel mills. The existing large steel mills in the 

Bethlehem city thought that nothing will happen to them but the entire steel industry has 

gone. Like this there are several such examples.  

 

There is a Honk Kong based company in the business of trading garments and textiles known 

as Li & Fung. This company began its operations in 1903. When they started the business, 

the grandfather Lee and the grandfather Fung (Fung brothers, the grandchildren run the 

business today) were speaking English and getting 20% Commission for this. US t> jna> 

AagCDiNt, cEnajnanam! Aa'Gl-a;a}an< n AasIt!, Ameirkjnana< cEna-a;aya> }an< n AasIt!, %-

yae> Aip mXye %piv:y @kÇ Aa'Gl-a;aya< -a;[< ANyÇ cEnI-a;aya< -a;[m!, 20% commission. @v< 

àarM-m! A-vt! in 1903.  

 

In 1999 I read an interview about Li & Fung, in which they described how the way they were 

running the business has changed dramatically over the years. During 1999, they were 

getting 1½ % commission. In the interview they were mentioning that the business model 

was such that their performance was critically dependent on nearly half a million workers 

and five hundred Managing Directors who were not their employees. This is because in their 

business model, they work through a number of textile factories situated around the world. 

They mentioned that they owned nothing (in fact it is like saying that they own a smoke less 

factory!). So to deliver to their customers (like Walmart) garments in time they do a very 

complicated set of tasks and end up getting 1½ % commission. Contrast this with the 

situation when the company started in 1903. They were doing very simple things and 

getting 20% commission. This is value migration. 

 

I believe that the context for today is the fact that value migrates all the time.  vy< svRe value 

migration magRe @v gCDNt> Sm>, So I think this is an important point for us to think about 
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because this issue is very relevant for Samskrit Institutions also. Asmak< mnSsu Aip @taÔuiz 

kLpna ATyavZykI -vit, Let us keep this in mind when we talk about where we are going 

and from where we came.  

 

Need for contextual relevance 
 

The second thing is educational institutions have to relate the core activities to the current 

realities. This is the only way we can become relevant. This follows from the first principle of 

value migration. How do we make value migration in reality #it @k> àZn> AiSt, I think 

there are only two ways. If the educational institutions cannot relate to the current realities 

there is a very high risk of them vanishing, no matter how long they have been operating. 

Such institutions will become part of history instead of seeing the future. AiSmn! iv;ye Aip 

dI"RicNtnm! AavZykm! #it kiwtuimCDaim, What is the current reality that the Samskrit 

institutions are facing? What is the society up to? Where are they going? What are the 

major problems that they face? Do we not have to address some of these and bring them 

into our own agenda? That is the contextual relevance. We cannot be “out of sync” with 

reality.  

 

Are educational institutions in sync with reality or out of sync? I think we have to constantly 

ask this question and take necessary steps. It is the only philosophy for survival, renewal and 

rejuvenation. @kSy Vy−e> @kSy s<Swaya> A¢egmn< icNtnIy< cet! Contextual relevance is the 

most important principle. tSmat! @tiSmn! iv;ye ikiÁct! icNtyNtu #it Ah< àawRyaim,   
 

Focused approach to create discontinuities 
 

The audience here represents the who’s who of the Samskrit institutions in the country in 

the higher education (university) domain. Between us we may have more than 500 man 

hours today. We also have Honourable Justice Lahotia and Shri Gopalaswamy, who 

represent the highest offices of judiciary and legislature respectively. We also have several 

senior colleagues from the management, public policy, consulting, software and other 

academic domains. This is an indication of the enormous commitment and seriousness we 

all have collectively displayed for the cause. It also is indicative of the huge potential we 

have to make some important decisions. 

 

My request is that we shall not get into a discussion on incremental aspects. Let us not, for 

example, end up saying we are now producing 20 papers and three books and conducting a 

certain number of seminars and we shall increase it to 22 papers and some more books and 

seminars. I believe that we should use this opportunity to break from the past, create a 

discontinuity in our ways of doing things for a larger cause that we may want to identify 

through the day. Only then the new path will come. Let us create discontinuity and identify 

new migration paths that enable us to make a significant transformation of the Samskrit 

institutions. By “breaking with the past” I do not mean abandoning what we are doing. I 

merely want to point out to a world of possibility in which we add new activities, create new 
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initiatives and work with a renewed purpose and mission. If we take such an approach, I 

believe it is worth all the effort and the time that we all are going to spend today across the 

table.  

 

The other issue is the focus that we must have while deliberating on several issues. Let us 

focus on what we can do rather than what others are not doing and what others can do 

tiSmn! iv;y< p&wk!k&Tva @tiSmn! iv;ye suxIR"tya ASmai-> ikiÁct! icNtnIyimit v−u< #CDaim, 
Therefore, my suggestion is that we shall focus on what we can do. It is much easier to 

convince that there are a host of other institutions, the government and the society in 

general who are not doing enough on Samskrit matters. It helps us in no way discussing 

these problems and issues that others need to do. For example, it is possible to discuss in 

great detail as to how government funding is drying out or how students and the public 

show little interest on Samskrit. These discussions can distract us, develop defensive 

positions and view points and could turn out to be counterproductive for the day. At best 

we can recognize these as constraints and hurdles and yet stay focused on the issue of what 

we need to do.  

 

Time to raise several questions 
 

What does strategic transformation mean to us? As I was suggesting a while ago, let us 

make it a significant transformation not an incremental one. What does it mean to the field 

of Samskrit teaching, education and the research if we want to really break with the past 

and move forward? What are the three drivers of passion toward Samskrit for the society in 

general and to the youth in particular? 

 

You would agree with me that in an exercise of this kind it is very useful to raise as many 

questions as we can. I urge all of you to encourage everyone to raise more questions about 

our own assumptions about the reality around us and the role we need to play as heads of 

Samskrit institutions. We shall also raise a few questions about our own mental models. 

s<Sk&t]eÇe kw< va A¢egNtVyimit AiSmn! iv;ye ASmak< mental model needs to be understood, 

clarified and refined if required. In the worst case we need to be ready even to discard some 

part of it. After all our ancestral wisdom informs us that raising questions, albeit in a 

structured, sensible and respectful manner, was an integral part of our evolution and 

creation of new knowledge, thought processes and institutions. In line with this healthy 

tradition I would like to pose a few questions just to facilitate the process of the day long 

discussions. Some of these questions are in my mind and emanating primarily out of my 

little association with Samskrit matters for the last 20 years.  We can consider these 

discussions for deliberation, refinement or even to discord it altogether and instead frame 

new questions differently.  vy< AiSmn! iv;ye gae:Q!ya< suxI"Rtya ccaRm! k&Tva A¢e gCDam>, 
 

How important is it for us to pay serious attention to Samskrit teaching in various 

institutions? That may be a very important question for us to ask. If we look at how Latin has 

disappeared finally (which happened 125 years back), we may want to draw some parallels 

to Samskrit. I think Latin first went out of the primary schools, and then from colleges and 

Universities. After that Latin was mainly confined to research institutes. From there also it 
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was removed and then it went into the hands of very specialized few researchers. tSmat! 

@tiSmn! iv;ye Aip ASmai-> icNtnIymiSt,  
 

20 days back I was invited to the Samskrit department of a well known University. When we 

were driving from the airport to the University (it took more than an hour) I tried to have a 

conversation with the Samskrit teacher who came to receive me at the airport. He knew 

only Bengali, which I could not speak and therefore Samskrit was the only link language 

between the two of us. Out of the one hour it took 40 minutes for him to start the 

conversation in Samskrit. Slowly it developed and it was very good. Why do we have this 

problem? Can we think of one example in which the language teacher has no proficiency in 

communication and oratory skills in the language? What is the implication of this? What 

impact it creates in the institution and what are the consequences? How important is this in 

the long run? 

 

Another problem which I have come across and I have been sharing with some likeminded 

people like you is that our Samskrit teachers are not able to mainstream themselves. #Tyu−e 

Aaxuinkiv;ymupyuJy ten Öara s<Sk&t ]eÇe kId&zain kayaRin ktRVyain #it àZn>, If we are not 

mainstreaming somewhere it takes enormous efforts to connect the bridges and be part of 

the current day realities. When we are able to mainstream it provides new agenda for the 

institutions. Aaxuink iv;ye icNtnm! s<zaexnmip -vit, Aaxuinkjne_y> ikmip VyvSwamip ktRum! 

zKnum>, @tTsvRm! ASmai-> icNtnIyimit mm Ai-àay>,  
 

My friend was recently telling me that in a well known college in Chennai there are only two 

students who have taken Samskrit and there are 7 professors in the Samskrit department. 

This is to me a serious issue and is indicative of a deeper problem in hand. Let us not run 

away from this problem. Why are the students not having the passion and interest in 

Samskrit? Is it an issue of contextual relevance that we spoke about? Do we need to 

urgently address this issue? In the last 15 years, in Bengaluru, I notice that in several good 

colleges the number of students taking Samskrit is on the decline. I think this is an issue we 

may want to squarely face at the outset.  If we can’t find the answer for this we may be 

putting a lot of effort prNtu @tSy ik< -vit #it v−u< vy< n zKnum>, At> @v Ah< -vta< purt> 

àSwiptvan! AiSm,   
 

There is a perceived stagnancy in the field of Samskrit. svRÇ jnana< mnis @tad&zI kLpna 

%TpNna AiSt, tt! sTy< va n va #it }atVymiSt, AsTy< cet! ikmwR< tad&zI kLpna %TpNna? tSy 

invar[awR< ik< kr[Iym!? AiSmn! iv;ye Aip ASmai-> icNtnIymiSm, Because we are not able to 

attract the best students for Samskrit learning. I was already telling about dwindling student 

strength in Samskrit courses. I wonder if the teaching and research agenda for the teachers 

are also coming down. So I think this is another issue which we may want to think about for 

the day. My biggest request is to bring the ‘Shivatatva’ into Samskrit institutions. We should 
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do creative destruction. At> @v management ]eÇe yda kdaip vym! Consultancy kumR> @tiSmn! 

iv;ye @v Aixk< vdam>, I think the problem with the many of us everywhere is a strong mind 

set and that is what will determine a lot of things that we do. @tiSmn! iv;ye ASmai-> A¢e 

gNtVymev, So we should bring Shiva into our institutions. Create that destruction out of 

which the new creation will happen. Joseph Schumpeter in 1950 presented a paper in the 

theme of innovation through creative destruction. In the economics field bhu %Ttmimit 

kwyiNt, @tdev izvtTv< nam, AiSmn! iv;ye Aip AXy vy< ccaRm! kumR>,   
 

There are several assumptions surrounding the working of Samskrit institutions and we 

need to very seriously question them with the spirit of “Shivatatva”. Let me point to one of 

them. Government support will be permanent and a driving force behind several things that 

Samskrit institutions will do the in the future. Why do we want to challenge this 

assumption? Perhaps out of this some new ideas will come. It will help us chalk out the kind 

of things we may have to do. It may help us rejuvenate, recharge and reposition our 

institutions. Let me give you an example.  

 

In IIM Bangalore sometime in the mid 90s we had repeated discussion on the same subject 

and we finally came to the conclusion that the Government may not support us. We decided 

that we will take this as the emerging reality. It guided us in many ways to restructure our 

activities, channelize our efforts and reposition the institution appropriately. It was by and 

large true. One fallout of this is that today we have fully covered ourselves with adequate 

corpus fund for meeting all the obligations of terminal benefit (such as pension, gratuity 

etc.). The corpus fund is very significant, but what is even more significant is our ability to 

adjust ourselves to the reality and facing it.  

 

Once IIMs were the institutes of spending, today IIMs are the institutes of earning. When I 

was a student whenever there was a small program in the campus we used to photocopy 

500 copies of the program sheet and leave it in the student’s mess. n kaeip @tt! pZyiNt 

Aasn!, ANte svR< VywRm! A-vt!, We were spending like that because it was a institute of 

spending. Today we will never do such things. We constantly ask how do we make relevant 

to today and tomorrow. Only out of contextual relevance stems our ability to remain as an 

institute of earning. Needless to say, financial earning is preceded by earning the reputation 

of the people, students and other beneficial stakeholders.   

 

Another related assumption that we may want to challenge is “Private and corporate 

entities may not fund and support Samskrit activities”. Is this a valid assumption? Why can’t 

we challenge this?  

 

We seem to hold certain assumptions pertaining to the teaching methodology deployed in 

Samskrit institutions. I wonder if many of us think that this is a non issue. It may be very 

useful to question this assumption as well. There are related aspects to samskrit teaching: 

what to teach and/or how to teach. There are a few possibilities here to discuss: 
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• What to teach is important but how to teach is not important 

• What to teach is not important but how to teach is important 

• What to teach as well as how to teach are both important 

 

As an outsider to the system I get a feeling that the dominant view is that what to teach is 

important but not how to teach. I think we may want to discuss these issues and question 

some of our assumptions. This is especially crucial because it may provide some answers for 

the dwindling student population in samskrit institutions across the country.  

 

How to connect Samskrit with modern society? I think unless we engage in contextually 

relevant activities, unless we are able to connect to the reality many of the problems that 

we face will increase in magnitude, scale and scope. We must search for some answers to 

this question as well. There are several developments that we see around us and we may 

want to ask how to embrace them and work with these. One of them is technology 

(primarily Internet and related technologies). Many of us will agree that technology can play 

a very big role in bringing new world of possibilities to bridge gaps and improve reach and 

productivity. I think sometimes getting delayed is alright because we may be able to 

leapfrog others. Some others have tried to use technology and have failed. We can learn 

from these experiences and skip many things and go straight. tSmat! sa]at! %pir gmnSy magR> 

sul-tya àaPSyte, May be technology will enable us sort out some of the problems and take 

us straight to a different level. Waiting anymore is not good.  

 

How do we connect the vast legacy and history of Samskrit language, knowledge and ideas 

with the modern subjects and the current society? What kind of new orientation should we 

attempt now? How do we address the important issue of contemporary literature creation? 

Can we think very seriously about the kind of issues we have to address? Today’s technology 

makes us believe that we are in a flat world, a connected world and perhaps in the making 

of a knowledge village. I think every one of this key word must influence our thinking today. 

What is the meaning of these words which has become so common place in the world 

today? Should we have to just discard it or should we say in the light of this we need to 

change some our activities. 

 

Creating conditions for a sustainable transformation 
 

I have merely raised several questions with a hope of churning our thoughts. You may agree 

with me that all of them may not be of equal importance. We may have to explore some of 

these questions in some detail and refine them through the day. We need to discuss these 

issues in some detail through the day. Perhaps some ideas and suggestions may come out of 

the discussions during the day. May be we can create a structure that promote 

collaborations. Structure and collaboration are very important to make a strategic 

transformation of the Samskrit institutions. We have to do a number of things together, 

therefore without collaboration it will be very difficult for us to proceed. Once we have a 

collaborative structure can we have agenda which is sustainable? Sustainable means n kevl< 
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@k> %pavez> n kevl< @k< masm! n kevl< @k< v;Rm! #tae=ip gCDtakalen ASmai-> tSy b&htI 

ktRVyd&:q!ya icNtnIym!, 
 

Sustainable transformation of this state of affairs requires not only an agenda but also a 

long term vision? The vision will guide us where we need to focus our efforts for the next 5 – 

10 years. We have to keep constantly thinking about two steps or three steps on a year on 

year basis. Can we create a process for setting timetables, actions and targets?  In order to 

ensure sustainability we also need to have structured meetings, taking stock of the progress. 

Can the core group meet once in a year very formally. The group can seriously review the 

progress and make sense of what is really happening? Where have we moved? What are the 

new things that we have learned? What are the new areas that we have taken up? We can 

consolidate our learnings and then move forward.  

 

I would conclude my reminding all of us that value migration demands that we think very 

seriously about the issue of contextual relevance. My humble suggestion is that let us harp 

on this; otherwise our institutions will be relegated to the history. While we are anxious 

about the state of Samskrit institutions we are also enthusiastic in participating in this cause 

of strategic transformation. We are ready to help you in this process. 

 


